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Peter elected BOD president
Sutich now executive
vice president, Seibel
elected vice president
for political affairs
by Jill Johnson
Staff reporter

Eric Peter beat Ryan Wasell 624
votes to 494 Thursday to become president of the 1991-92 Board of Directors.
About 1,100 students voted in the
elections.
CurrentBODpresidentDanSutich
beat Jeff Stedman 616 to 506 votes for
the executive vice presidential position; Bryce Seibel won the vice president for political affairs seat, beating

Robert Bertrand 580 to 512; and Chip
Simmons took the director at large,
representative to faculty serrate seat by
beating Karina Kuhlmeier 544 to 536.
Also making up next year's BOD
are Alana Hastings, director at large,
repres.e ntative to clubs and organizations; Tracy Veness, director at large,
representative to student living; and
Gisella Zuniga, director at large, representative to SUB facilities planning
council.
Hastings, Veness and Zuniga ran
unopposed.
"I think we have a lot of strong
leaders on this board," John
Drinkwater, director of Student Activities, said.
He added there is a good variety of
experience with new members and some

Bryce Seibel
Dan Sutich
carry over frorr. last year's board, as bers of the current BOD.
The newly-elected officers exwell as a strong contingency of women.
Jeff Stedman, Sutich's opponent, pressed happiness and relief as well as
had said during the campaign that he
was supported by five of seven mem- See ELECTIONS I page 4
Eric Peter

McGehee:
Search for
president
needs time
by Jonathan Modie
Managing editor

Amanda Tudor/The Observer

The second forum of the year discussing racism on campus was presented Monday in the pit area of the Samuelson Union
Building. Panelists Gordon Koestler, Annette Perkins, Shannon Hopkins and Stephanie Strandberg, all students, presented
issues, introduced ideas and fielded audie11ce questions In the hour-long discussion.

Psychology professor dies
By Jill Johnson

"To all of us in the department it seemed unfair," psychology Professor Warren
sychology Associate Street said.
Professor Roger G.
"It seems that all his work
Stewart, 66, of (entitled him to) some time to
Yakima, died Sunday himself."
Noella Baasch, the psycholafter suffering a heart attack
ogy
department secretary.,
at Yakima Memorial Hospital.
He had been admitted to the spoke fondly of Stewart.
''He was always filling us in
hospital two days earlier after
and letting us know what was
complaining of chest pains.
Stewart, a member of happening and he seemed to be
Central's faculty for 25 years, liked by the students," she said.
Street said Stewart had a
was planning to retire at the
shy manner that made it diffiend of this quarter.
He had recently been cult for students in large classes
awarded professor emeritus to get to know him, but he interacted well on personal levstatus at Central.
Staff reporter

P

els and students in small
classes liked him.
Memorial services are today
at 11 a.m. at the Keith and
Keith Funeral Home, 902 W.
Yakima in Yakima.
Stewart is survived by his
wife Barbara Jean, ofYakima;
a daughter, Carol Anne Bedlion
of Portland, Ore.; and three
grandchildren, Joshua, Jacob
and Katherine Bedlion ofPortland.
Remembrances for Stewart
can be made to Cannon Beach
Conference Center, in Oregon,
or to the American Heart Association, in care of Keith and
Keith Funeral Home.

Roger G. Stewart

Central's faculty senate
Chairman Charles McGehee
said Tuesday the Board of
Trustees should extend the
time frame they've given a consulting firm to find a replacement for Central's resigning
president, Donald Garrity.
McGehee said the nine
months given to the Presidential Consulting Services of the
Association of Governing
Boards to find Garrity's replacement needs to be extended
to two years, the time it took to
find Garrity 13 years ago.
"Whether two years is totally
necessary, I don't know. But I
don't believe nine months is
adequate," he said.
Garrity, 63, announced his
resignation April 12, effective
Jan. 1, 1992.
"I'm concerned that there be
enough time for campus consensus," McGehee said. "If a
candidate comes and hears
different voices on campus, he's
going to be leery."
He said trying to replace
Garrity by the time his resignation takes effect, in the
middle of an academic year,
may cause problems.
"Any deviation from the academic year raises questions as
to the quality of the people who
might apply," he said.
Dr. R.Y. Woodhouse, chair of
the board of trustees, will announce the names of presidential search committee members
at a May 3 board meeting.
Members of the Board of
Trustees could not be reached
for comment.
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Meeting helps
teachers learn
from others'
learning
Observer news services

More than 100 college professors will gather April 26 in
the Tri-Cities to share ideas
about how to become better
teachers.
The State Board for community College Education and
Central are underwriting the
· meeting, titled "Strategies for
Teaching and Learning."
Faculty from community colleges in Yakima, Walla Walla
and the Tri-Cities will get together with professors from
Central and Washington State
University Tri-Cities for the
seven-hour meeting.
"This conference is predicated
on the assumption that professors learn when they teach,
and therefore teaching is one
of the highest forms of scholarship," said Kathleen Easter,
assistant dean of graduate
studies and research.
Easter is editor of a pre-conference journal that focuses
participants' attention on four
topics:
•Understanding the changing demographics and educational needs ofcollege students;
•Learning how to teach "interactively"-moving away
from the lecturing mode and
using student-to-student dialogues and writing projects to
make students better critical
thinkers;
•Learning how to use computers, television and other
technological" tools to teach
better; and
•Learning better ways to test
the performance, learning and
understanding ofboth students
and faculty.
Keynote speakers for the
conference are Johnnella Butler, professor of American
ethnic studies at the University of Washington, and John
Terry, retired exectuive director of the State Board for
Community College Education.
Nine Central professors wi:ote
research articles published this
month in a pre-conference
journal that will help participants prepare forthe Tri-Cities
meeting, including David
Kaufman, sociology, Elizabeth
Street, psychology, and Bill
Swain from the English department.

The Observer

Cops confound canal caper
olice apprehended two of at
least seven
people they
spotted guiding a 15-foot
aluminum boat down the
canal running through
campus Friday.
Police said the boat,
valued at $1000, was taken
from outside Dean Hall.
The group was first seen
maneuvering the boat down
a section of the canal,
named "The Ganges," just
below the library.
The people in the boat
scattered when they were
seen and ran from the
canal, police said. ·

P

CAMPUS COPS
by Mark Eaton
A officer on bicycle patrol
caught up with two men at
Stephens-Whitney and
questioned them.
The two men told police
they had taken the boat from
Dean Hall.
They also admitted to
drinking beer in the boat and
being under the legal drinking age.
Police turned the incident
over to the Dean of Students.

The boat was later recovered by special services.

Police cautioned a man
living in Brooklane apartments April 17 not to
threaten a neighbor boy who
had gotten into a scuffle with
his child.
What started out as two
boys wrestling turned into a
heated argument when one of
the children com plained to

his father that he had been
hurt, police said.
The father found the other
boy and allegedly told him,
"How would you like it if I
were to beat up on you?"
Police said the man
admitted to making a
comment to the boy, but
said he was not threatening
him.
The father of the boy who
was allegedly threatened
told police the man has
used threatening language
toward their family twice
before.
Police cautioned the man
not make such threats in
the future.

Central student run over by Jeep
by Mark Eaton
Staff reporter
A Central student was injured Saturday evening when
she was run over by a Jeep
along the Columbia river near
Wanapum Dam.
Justine Conlan, 19, a sophomore at Central, received a
fractured right shoulder blade
and collar bone, a severe cut to
her right arm, internal bruises
and facial abrasions when the
Jeep, driven by Jay Lewis, a
Central junior, ran over her
chest as she was lying on the
ground.
Conlan was released from
Central Valley Hospital in
Wenatchee Tuesday and is recovering from her injuries at
her parent's home in Cashmere, Wash.
Conlan's friend Dena
Ridgeway was sitting next to
her at the time of the accident.
Ridgeway said after the Jeep
stopped on Conlan she had to
scream at Lewis to get him to
back up because he didn't real-

ize he had run over Conlan.
Conlan was given first aid by
Ridgeway and two students in
Central's Emergency Medical
Technician program who were
at the scene.
''We just kept talking to her,
trying to keep her from going
into shock," said Ridgeway.
The incident is being called a
hit-and-run by the Grant
County Sheriffs department
and is being investigated by
the county's prosecutors office.
Mike Shay, chief deputy of
the Grant County sheriffs department said Lewis claimed
his vehicle at the sheriffs department and answered questions, but was not arrested.
Ridgeway said Lewis was
very distraught after the accident and ran from hisJeep.
Ridgeway said Lewis returned later, gave her a card
with his insurance number on
it and left the scene.
After the accident Conlan
was transported by ambulance
to Kittitas County Community Hospital where her condi-

SKIPPER'S SEA-BUCK
$1.00 OFF ANY ENTREE
(Valid on entrees valued at a minimum of $1.00. Not valid
with any other discount or promotional offer.)

One Coupon
Per Person

1210 S. Canyon Road

L_ _ _ _

925-3474

Oceans Apart From Other Fast Food

___ _

tion was stabilized. Conlan was
then transferred late Saturday
night to Central Valley Hospital (CVH) in Wenatchee.
Charles Conlan, Justine's
father, said his daughter is
having a painful recovery and
described the incident as "unfortunate." He said he will leave
it up to his daughter whether
to press charges.
He said he talked with Lewis

and that Lewis was "devastated" by the incident.
"I told (Lewis)," he said, "if
you harm someone you are
married to that person for a
while."
Conlan, who is planning to
take part in a student exchange
program to the Netherlands
next year, is expected to reGover
enough to return to classes in a
week.

6 Visits
$19.00
'J{pw .9Lvai{a6{e
Otfier Services:
(j e{ ?{p,ifs
'Ear Piercing
Sf(Jn Care & Cosmetics
(jift Wrapping
• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Check Your Marketing Club
Book for Your Coupons

405 E. Third St.

925-9888

Dexter Bucks.
Fortunately, the name does
not reflect the price.

GRAND CENTRAL
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HOME ALONE
This Show Only
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Sat/Sun 3:00, 7:00 [9
Steven Seagal

is

OUT FOR
JUSTICE
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Dr. Myron
Linder

Dr. Sandy
Linder

•Sound Health Preferred Provider.
•Largest Chiropractic Center in Kittitas County.
·Emergency calls and _Saturday appointments available.
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Student teachers Feds clip ROTC wings
sitting strike out
by Kenneth Rudd

Ed department
chair says he
will decide· next
week on action
by Darla Hill
Editor

Monday as the last day of the
strike, according to what he
has seen in the newspapers
and heard on the radio, but
admits it could go longer.
If it ends next week, he said,
students teachers will still have
five to six weeks of class time
where they will be the primary
instructors. ,
Options if the strike lasts
longer are fuzzier, he said,
adding he didn't believe moving student teachers to new
districts, ones that aren't
striking, would happen.
"It wouldn't be productive,"
he said, because "it's not that
easy." Preparations would be
complex and adjustment time
too long considering the
amount of time before the
school year ends.
His hope lies in the strike
ending soon, he said.
"This has not been a real positive experience for (the student teachers)," he said.

Staff reporter

Cutbacks in military
spending in Central'sAir Force
ROTC will result in some cadets
not receiving their pilot assignments, said Capt. Marcia
L. Weiss, associate professor of
Aerospace Studies.
In response to the federal
budget deficit and a perceived
reduction in world tensions, the
Air Force is in the process of
becoming 25 percent smaller,
Weiss said.
This will lead to a corresponding reduction in future
Air Force personnel.
Emphasis is being placed
on a "leaner, meaner fighting
force," Weiss said. The result
for Central's cadets will be
fewer pilot and navigator positions.
For senior cadets these
positions have been reduced by
50 percent, from six pilots to
three, and from one navigator

to none, Weiss said.
For juniors graduating in
1992 the numbers have been
reduced from five pilots to two,
and from one navigator to none.
Cadets have two options,
Weiss said. They can accept an
offer from Air Force ROTC
headquarters to recategorize
(accept a position other than
pilot or navigator), or they can
voluntarily quit the program.
"Some of the cadets come
in with the attitude, 'Fly or
nothing at all,'" Weiss said. "We
caution them beforehand that
what we're looking for first are

leaders and officers.
"They have to have the
overall ability to be leaders.
Their specialty, whatever specific area they want to hone
their skills in, is secondary."
The move to a smaller military force, precipitated by a
declining defense budget, also
led to the recent recommendation by Defense Secretary Richard Cheney that 43 military
bases nationwide, including
two in Washington state - the
Whidbey Island Naval Air
Station and the Naval Base
Puget Sound, be closed.

Dozens of Central students
are waiting in limbo as the
teacher's strike in the primary
and secondary schools continues in several Western Washington school districts.
"We've been told (by our ad1 ~~~S Central Office Equipment 1
vis-er) we're 'on leave' until the
strike is solved," said Central
I ~P ~
111 East 4th 925-4444
I
studentBarbJohnson,23, who
is scheduled to student teach
I . QUALI1Y RESUME PAPER • 1YPEWRITER REPAIR
I
at Newport High School, in
I . 1YPEWRITER RENTALS • WORD PROCESSOR REPAIR I
Bellevue.
• COMPUTER REPAIR
I . COPY SERVICE
Dale LeFevre, education deI
partment chair, said officials
I HARD TO FIND RIBBONS, WE HAVE THEM! I
in that department will meet
I
I
early next week to decide their
I
CLIP
AND
RECEIVE
$2.00
OFF
ALL
TYPEWRITER
RIBBON
SIZES
I
course of action if it appears
the strike is going to be an
extended one.
"We're still just kind of waiting," he said.
Student teachers have been
.Em~409 North Pine
925-22'.44'.77E!!!E!!!!~
told by their advisers to not
Puzzle
solution
cross any picket lines or even
be seen at the school they are
from
to teach at.
Crossword puzzle
But some are meeting prion page 15
vately with teachers to work
on lesson plans that will be
used once school starts up
again, said Johnson's student
STEM
SLY
SLED
teaching adviser, Neil Roberts.
Other student teachers are
just sitting it out, Roberts said,
and doing other things.
"All of them are anxious to
get back to it," he said.
Approximately 21,000
Experience comfort m excicing new colors
teachers started striking
and scvles for men. women
against the state a week ago,
and children. Repair
service available.
demanding higher base salaries and a higher percentage
of Legislative budgeting for
education, among other
MUNDY'S SHOES
things.
Fourth and Pearl
925-9725
Thousandsofteachershave .--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
marched in Olympia this
week, but have been told by
1
various legislators they prob- 1
ably won't see increased I
I
funding this year.
-r
Roberts said he predicts
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Marrying Man
(R)
starring Kim Basinger
SAT/SUN: 1:45, 4:00,
FRI-THURS: 6:30, 8:45

Car Mats

A Kiss Before Dying (R)
SAT/SUN: 2:10, 4:10
EVENINGS: 6:45, 8:40
Class Action
(R)
starring Gene Hackman
SAT/SUN: 2:00, 4:15
EVENINGS: 6:40, 8:55
Phone 925-9511

WINEGAR DAIRY
419 W. 15th Ave.
(Six blocks west of the library)
925-1821

STORE HOURS
11:15 a.m. - 6:30 p.m.

Monday - Saturday
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Peter: Escort crime out
by Jennifer Mortensen
Staff Reporter

Clockwise from top left are '91-'92 BOD members Chip
Simmons, Alana Hastings, Tracy Veness and Gisella Zuniga

Elections: Some candidates
displeased with election precesses
From page 1
a determination to work
hard for the students.
"I'm really happy and I intend to work hard," Hastings
said. "I am really looking forward to next year."
"I think it is going to be a
really good year," Sutich said.
"I'm excited and I am looking
forward to working with (Peter)."
·
Drinkwater was pleased
with how smoothly the election went and credits Loma
Jackson, vice president of political affairs, with its efficiency.
"She took on a lot of

responsibilty in terms of the
election," Drinkwater said.
"She should get credit for the
quality of this election."
Peter was not pleased with
all aspects of the election,
though. He spoke harshly regardingthe stand The Observer
took endorsing certain candidates.
"I think The Observer
should have been more with
the students," he said. "I think
the students made the right
decision and a informed decision."
Jackson said: "I just want
to wish next year's student body
the best ofluck with their new
BOD."

A safety escort service to
increase student safety is being
created by junior Eric Peter for
possible implementation at
Central next year.
The service would provide
an escort for anyone walking
alone on campus, and possibly
to off-campus residences.
Peter said he came up with
the idea for an escort service
after attending a conference
for the Residence Hall Council
in 1989, and has been working
on creating a program since
last fall.
"There's a great concern for
the safety of women on campus
walking alone," said Peter.
"A lot ofother colleges have
similar programs - the University of Washington, Washington State University,
Western Washington University and a lot of schools in California."
University police reported
60 simple assaults, three aggravated assaults and four acquaintl:~nce rapes in the past
three years. No rapes by
.strangers have been reported.
An escort service would
possibly cut down on these
crimes.
"I think it could work," said
Police ChiefAl Teeples. But he
is concerned about the
program's long-term effectiveness.
"Everything ends up costing money," he said.

Teeples said university
police are continuously working to increase security by improving campus lighting. The
university is planning to add
lights on 18th Street between
Alder and Brooklane Village.
According to Teeples,
similar programs have been
attempted before and failed.
Many of Central's residence halls have tried programs for their own residents.
Unlike the hall programs,
the safety escort service will be
a campus-wide system. Peter
believes this will provide sta-

bility.
"The average person probably wouldn't want to disturb a
friendiftheyneeda walkhome,
so they just go alone," said Peter. "But if they know the service is there, I think they will
use it."
Part of the difficulty Peter
has experienced in designing
the service is funding. Though
the exact cost and layout of the
program has not yet been determined, Peter feels that the
cost will be justifiable.
"I think it would be worth
the good it would do," he said.
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Projects better Central's look CP&PC

,

Crew begins Replica of university emblem
landscaping to honor Central graduates
work in June
graduating classes know we
care about them," he said.
When the emblem
appeared last spring, it
It's hard not to notice
replaced a large American
Central's latest expression
flag, which was originally
of school spirit.
designed to celebrate the
A 40-foot replicaof the
nation's bicentennial in
university's emblem,
located next to Hebeler Hall 1976.
As graduation apon D Street, has recently
proaches, 600 plants will be
been revamped to help
added for decoration.
celebrate Central's centen"I like how they have it
nial.
out every year to honor the
The emblem features a
graduating class, but it
gravel background and a
rock border. School initials, means more this year
an outline of a building and because it's the centennial,"
the year of the graduating
said graduating senior
Jenny Mathews, 22.
class are also included.
"I think it's great that
John Holman, director
they do something like that
o{ Facilities Management,
for us," she said.
said the emblem was built
Holman said the seal
last spring to honor all
graduating classes, not just will remain in place for the
next year or two until
centennial graduates.
"It's the grounds
another plant arrangement
people's,way ofletting the
can be put in the area.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
by Jennifer Mortensen

by Jennifer Mortensen
Staff reporter

Landscaping the barren
area south of North and Wilson halls could begin by June.
John Holman, director of
Facilities Management, said
he recently signed a work order to begin work on the first of
the three hills.
Ifall goes according to plan,
Holman said, workers will begin a second phase by the end
of summer and the third
sometime next year.
The area, formerly a parking lot for Wilson, North and
Stephens-Whitney halls, was
leveled last year and dirt
brought in to form the hills.
Workers built a pedestrian
path through the area last fall.
"It's about time they did
something with it," said senior
Michelle Hetterlee. "It's pretty
ugly the way it is, even though
it's a great place for people to
ride mountain bikes.
"I think it would be nice if
they put picnic tables and bike
racks in there when they are
done with it."
The landscaping will consist ofgrass, flowers and plants.
Grass seed will be put in some
areas, Holman said, but turf
will be used on the hill slopes
where it is more difficult to
grow grass.
"We'll see some immediate
green in those areas in the beginning," said Holman.
The newly-landscaped area
will house temporary offices
when Barge Hall closes for
restoration next fall. Temporary office modulars will be set
up at the north and south ends,
between Black and Wilson
halls, and are expected to remain there until 1993, Barge's
estimated completion date.

Staff reporter
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TAKE AN ADDITIONAL

NOTICE TO ALL
FRESHMEN
If you are eligible, as a FRESHMAN, to pre-register for
Fall quarter 1991 you MUST do the following:
1. Make an appointment to see your advisor between

APRIL 29 and MAY 3. Obtain the Pre-Registration
Advisor Form from your advisor, fill it out with your
advisor's help, and have your advisor sign it.
2. Bring the COMPLETED, SIGNED,
PRE-REGISTRATION ADVISOR FORM to the SUB
Theatre for REGISTRATION CLEARANCE
according to the following schedule:·
First Letter of Last Name
Date
A-F
May 6
G-L
May 7
M-Q
May 8
R-V
May 9
W'-Z
MaylO
Staff will be available from 10:00 a.m. to noon and
1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.
3. Telephone pre-registration begins May 20.
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EDITORIAL
OBSERVANCE

THE B.QT MAKES JT.S

(ONTR\B\JTION
TO EARTH DAY..... ~ _

Power of spoken word
lost on these elected
e'd just like to share a couple of quotes
with you.
These come from our "highly esteemed,"
newly-elected Board of Directors president and
executive vice president (quotes sarcastically ours).
From Eric Peter, the sensitive, caring man who
will presidentially lead Central with finesse and class
through the next school year:
"I really think ... (the Observance) was a crock of s - - t ."
Hmmm. Intelligence in action.
He was referring to last week's editorial ... the one in
which he was not endorsed for election by us.
And now from Dan Sutich, the numbers wizard
(or so we hoped) who is going to tackle complex financial
issues next year as Central's executive vice president:
Our reporter had mentioned that the election was a
close one and asked how he felt about that.
"To tell you the truth I don't recall numbers at all .. .I
draw a blank on them."
Oooh. We feel so secure now.
We firmly stand by our endorsements.

W

Earth issues are only
relevant every 5 years
arth Day 1991 - a wimpy whisper compared to last year's 20th anniversary celebration of the environmentalist's nirvana.
Last year the earth-do-gooders were out in full
force. The words "recyclable" and "biodegradable" were
uttered a record number of times in a single day. Everyone knew the earth was in peril and wanted to do something about it.
This year the lakes and streams and air of the world
can just get bloody muddy for all anyone cares.
WHY did Earth Day get such good exposure last
year and such a bum rap this year? Are environmental
issues less important?
No. They are probably 365 times more important.
But this year there's nothing to latch onto ... no major
. anniversary, no significant milestone reached ... that
would push the American public to action. We need
hoopla, we need celebrations.
And 21st birthdays are only a big deal to people who
carry fake IDs.
Some good has been accomplished in the last 12
months, nationally and locally.
On campus, recycling is up. The office of Residence
Living reports they are recycling twice as much "stuff' in
the residence halls as they were last year. And they have
begun a highly successful cardboard recycling program.
But there's more to be done.
It's too bad Earth Day got so much recognition
last year.
Not because it shouldn't have, but because it didn't this
year, and probably won't again - until 1995 when we'll
all have a swinging time at the 25th anniversary party.
It was Earth Day Monday. How many of you knew?

E

LETTERS
Don't let
speed boost
stand, risks
dangerous
A few weeks ago I was hit by
a speeding wheelchair!
I was walking on the Walnut
mall, going to class, when I
turned to wave at a friend. I
was suddenly hit hard by aman
in a motorized wheelchair. He
was obviously speeding.
Since I returned to Central
last fall, I have been appalled
by the apparent lack ofrespect
for safety shown by a huge percentage of bike riders and am
constantly watching our for
them. I hadn't considered the
fact that wheelchairs are also
potentially dangerous.
The April 11 Observer reported a bike accident where a
student rider was hurt when
she tried to avoid pedestrians.
Then we read the speed limit
on campus has been raised to
10 mph. Nothing was mentioned about the wreck I was
involved in April 3, although
my injuries did require medical attention.
I am more than concerned
about the entire issue of vehicles on campus. The solution

is not to allow them to go faster.
I believe bikes should be totally banned from areas heavily
used by pedestrians and all
others should be required to
follow safety rules.
Face it - this is not a huge
campus and walking doesn't
hurt anyone.
It appears "the policy makers" don't understand the severity ofthis problem. Stopping
to wave to a friend should be a
dangerous activity.
If everyone tired of dodging
bikes on campus speaks up,
maybe the speed limit will be
returned to 5 mph (and enforced) or perhaps the policies
will be changed entirely.
It's worth a try .
Isabel Cardenas

Campus cops
should stick
to Central,
not the city
Who do the campus security
work for here at Central?
Recently I had an expensive
35mm camera stolen from my
residence in Brooklane Village.
The theft occurred during the
daylight hours when the chil-

dren were in school.
I knvw these things happen,
but where were the patrols that
are supposed to be in the area?
How observant are these officers? I thought I would test these
questions.
I parked my car in the grass
next to the parking lot where I
live and watched (from my
apartment) for patrols. I noticed only two patrols - I may
have missed some because of
other duties in my home.
These officers didn't even notice until 4 a.m., which is when
they ticketed the car.
Another reason I chose to park
in this spot was because the
street light in the parking lot
was out and I hadjust installed
a new stereo system in my car.
The car doesn't have a hard top
or locks.
Why didn't the officers notice
the light being out? Maybe they
did and didn't report it. Maybe
they did report it and yet
maintenance didn't repair it.
I don't know, but I can tell you
where the "campus" security is
on occasions - patrolling
downtown Ellensburg.
It gives me such great comfort
knowing their time is used for
things other than what their
name leads one to believe. I

See LETTERS I page 7
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From LETTERS I page 6
lieve. I thought "campus" referred to Central's grounds
and the property the university has deed to.
I don't want anyone to think
I am trying to place blame on
the police officers. I do want to
blame the policy that puts
campus police down into the
cicy instead of on campus.
Eric Scott

Men aren't
the greatest
leadership
role models
While I appreciate Central's
effort to offer the Leadership
Conference (as reported in the
April 11 Observer), I am
chagrined that again women
were told in order to be good
leaders, we should be more
like men.
What a bunch of garbage!
Let's look at what kinds of
leaders men have been. The
United States is No. 1 in violent crime in the world. Our
prisons are overloaded with
violent male criminals. Every
few minutes a woman gets
raped in this country. Children, even infants, are sexually abused by men. I could go
on and on.
So these workshop facilitators tell me I should think like
a man, I should speak like a
man, I should act like a man.
I disagree. Women should
learn from the countless mistakes men have made and be
better than men! That may be
the only hope we have left for
the future.

What a sin: qtiitters never win
quit school almost five
years ago.
College, that is.
Central, to be precise.
It was an awful decision to
make.
When I was a senior in high
school, the girl who was voted
"most likely to succeed" the
year before quit college and I
was absolutely stunned.
I thought education, and the
furthering of it, was essential
for success.
So when I was up against my
own decision to quit, just
before my third year, I was
fearful and disappointed.
I had been chosen "most
likely to succeed," too, ·and
there I was contemplating
failure-dom.
But after two years of school
I hadn't a clue what I wanted
to study for the coming two, so
quit I did. I didn't think I'd be
back.
After a short stint living at
home and working for an
accountant (yawn), I up and
moved to the SQuth rim of

I

Ellen Pope
-

didn't know too well myself.
faith that whatever I really
It got confusing.
need to do, I'll have the time
So I move-I back home and
to do.
waitressed for another year.
So the choice to quit was
During the course of those
mine and though what I went
27-ish months, I was chalthrough was rough, I still
lenged by more complex
made the right decision.
issues and choices than I'd
Many people go through this
ever faced in college.
discovery process while in
And through it I discovered
school. I don't advocate a
what
I
was
about
what
I
mass
exodus from these
DARLA HILL
believed in, what I was living hallowed halls.
Editor
for, and standing for, and
It's going through the
fighting for.
process that's important, not
Arizona's Grand Canyon for
It was a great experience.
the process's setting.
eight months.
Those were the lessons I'd
I've learned there are more
Big - and exciting - step
needed to learn.
kinds of education than just
for a small-town girl when
People say, "Oh, no ... don't
the college and diploma sort.
wanderlust kicks in.
quit school. You'll get used to
I wish I could say I had the
In August of1988, about
proverbial "time of my life" in having money and you'll
two years after quitting, I
Arizona.
never find time to go back."
made another decision: the
But, I can't.
My parents voiced some of
one to come back.
It was fun - and you can't
these concerns.
I graduate in June.
ask for a more beautiful
But money isn't important
Sometimes you have to quit
backyard - but those
to me and I have a strong
school to learn - and to win.
months were downright hard. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
I was faced, for the first
time, with me; who I wanted
to be as Darla Hill. And there
were all these people trying
to get to know this person I

LEATON'S
RESTAURANT & DELI
2202 Canyon Road

BREAKFAST,
LUNCH & DINNER

AN
. •·" .... . ;t'1·y
.I: · ···.-·· ·1
, ._·. ,M
•'··/···E1
'. -: ' .... .·.· ._: .;:
All you can eat Sunday brunch!
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DR. DON A. CHILDRESS
KITTITAS VALLEY CHIROPRACTIC

502 N. Ruby
Ellensburg, WA 98926
(509) 962-9796

Specializing in
Sports Medicine
Located one block north of Safeway

Now you can afford to dream in color
If you thought that finding a color
Macintosh® system you could afford
was just a dream, then the new, affordable Macintosh LC is a dream
come true.
The Macintosh LC is rich in color. Unlike many computers that can display
only 16 colors at once, the Macintosh LC expands your palette to 256 colors.
It also comes with a microphone and new sound-input technology that lets
you personalize your work by adding voice or other sounds.
Like every Macintosh computer, the LC is easy to set up and easy to
master. And it runs thousands of available applications that all work in the
same, consistent way-so once you've learned one program, you're well
on your way to learning them all.The Macintosh LC even lets you share information with someone who uses a different type of computer-thanks to
the versatile Apple® SuperDrive~ which can read from and write to Macintosh,
MS-DOS, OS/2, and Apple II floppy disks.
Take a look at the Macintosh LC and see what it gives you. Then pinch
yourself. It's better than a dream-it's a Macintosh.
Apple introduces the ~lacintosh LC.
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SCENE
German professor recalls Nazi terror
by Karri Matau
Staff reporter

ost people have
read stories or
seen movies
about Jewish
suffering during Hitler's
rule. Yet, few people really
understand what happened.
Eva-Marie Carne, a German professor in Central's
foreign language department,
does.
She lived through it.
Carne was born in a small
town in eastern Germany in
1927. Her mother was German and her father was of
Jewish descent, which caused
problems for the family. Although he became a Christian when he married, the
Nazis learned he was Jewish.
"The persecution started
in 1933, when Hitler came
into power," said Carne.
Her father, a doctor, was
falsely accused by the Nazi
Party of malpractice, said
Carne. He was imprisoned for
a number of months and kept
in solitary confinement.
"They gave us lots and
lots of problems," she said.
"At school some of the
children were fanatic Nazis,
and they belonged to the
Hitler youth movement," said
Carne. Certain students and
teachers would insult and
ridicule her, but there were
always other children and
teachers who would stand up
for her and give her moral
support, she said.
Carne said the worst experience her family encountered in Germany was "crys-

M

Eva-Marie Carne, a German professor, has been
in Central's foreign language department since
1968 (left);
Carne was born in Germany and spent her
childhood (below) under
Nazi rule. Her family left
Germany when she was 11
years old.

tal night."
"Nazis found excuses to
smash up Jewish stores, businesses and homes," said Carne.
They came to her house, broke
in and started smashing it up.
The Nazis arrested her
brother and father that night.
"Theywantedall the strong
males gone," she said.
Carne said two of their
neighbors tried to come to their
rescue, but the Nazis started
throwing stones and scared
them away. Carne's family was
the only family of Jewish descent in their small town, but
she said that many people were
good to her family.
"This is why I am teaching
German, why I enjoy it and
why I can be enthusiastic about
it, because I know that the fanatics were a small group. They
were just well organized," said

Carne.
Many people simply got
scared, she said.
There were certain limitations on what they could do.
her father wasn't allowed to
drive, but her mother was.
"Vie got out at the last
minute," said Carne. "They
were threatening to put my
father in (a) concentration
camp."
Family friends living in
Britain had connections with
Parliament so they were allowed to enter Britain. She was
11 years old when they left
Germany, and she spent the
next 23 years finishing her
education and teaching German and French at the high
school level.
At the age of 36, she was
offered a fellowship at the University of Colorado to get a

master's degree and a Ph.D. In
1968 she applied at Central.
She has been in the foreign
language department ever
since.
For the 1991-1992 academic year she will serve as
"interim chairman," or temporary chairman while Dr.
Tolman is on sabbatical leave.
"It will be an interesting
and complete change," said
Carne. "It will put a heavier
load on my colleagues."
Due to shifts in schedules,
Latin and Greek courses will
not be offered next year.
"Vie simply don't know
about the future," said Carne.
In June ofl 992 Carne will
go into "phased retirement."
Carne plans on reading, traveling, translating some fairy
tales and poetry, swimming,
doing yard work and hiking.

Photo at left:
Amanda T:..idorfThe Observer
Photo below:
Eva-Marie Carne/Special to the
Observer

Sharpshooters take aim atfavorite pasttime
by Shanon Burke
Staff reporter

Ten Ellensburg-area men
are getting a "big bang" out of
their hobby.
Manypeopleshootgunsfor
fun, but this group combines
skill and ammunition to create
some friendly competition.
Central has three staff
members,onealumnusandone
student on the Ellensburg Rifle
~am.

Robert Jacobs/Special to The Observer

Robert Jacobs, a professor of political science at Central, is
one member of the Ellensburg Rifle Team.The ten-member
team is competitive in the Yakima Valley Rifle League.

Robert Jacobs, professor of
political science, said most of
the members started shooting
when they were kids. He,
however, didn't begin until the
age of 35.
Ray Vlheeler, professor of
music, grew up shooting guns
in Vlyoming. At the age of 18
he began shooting competitively on the University of
Vlyoming rifle team. Then he
used his skills in the Army.
John Bull, assistant director of the Continuing Education for Senior Program, was
raised in Ellensburg and began target shooting at the age
of seven. His father was the
coachofthejuniorrifleteamin
Ellensburg, and Bull competed
on the team for several years.
He continued his schooling

and competitive shooting while
at the University of Vlashington and participating on the
Naval ROTC rifle and pistol
teams. Vlhile on the team, Bull
won the overall championship
trophy for the league.
. After moving back and
forth from coast to coast, Bull
began shooting for the Ellensburg rifle' team in 1982.
Mike Poston and Tommy
Gordon are also sharpshooters.
Poston is a Central student,
and Gordon a graduate who
now writes a hunting column
for the Daily Record, a local
newspaper.
The remaining Ellensburg
area members are Dave Sotelo,
Mel Goudge, Vlalt Stawicki,
Ron Simmons and Don Knoke.
The team competes in the
Yakima Valley Rifle League
against four others: Yakima,
Selah, VI a pato and Toppenish.
Matches are on Tuesday
nights at various indoor rifle
clubs. In Ellensburg, the team
competes at the Valley Rifle
Pistol Club.
The season starts in December and lasts thro.ugh
March. The Ellensburg team
finished first in the league in
the 1989-90 season, and third
during 1990-91.

Most of the shooters use a
.22-caliber German rifle.
"The big ones - they're
really special, but worthless
for anything else," said
Vlheeler, 61. "If we wanted to
go rob a bank, we'd be in big
trouble."
Some of the members use
a .30-caliber Springfield cartridge rifle. Bull is qualified to
use anM-1 rifle, a high-power,
semi-automatic rifle that was
used in VIorld VIar II.
The firing distance for the
matches is 50 feet. All 10
members of each team have 50
shots total; 10 in the prone
position, 10 sitting, 10 kneeling and 20 standing.Next, they
total their individual scores.
The five highest scores are
added together for a team total, and the team with the
highest score wins.
Rifle shooting is a team
sport, but competition is
"mainly ... against yourself,"
said Vlheeler. "After you learn
the basics, it's all mental and
psychological; like bowling, like
golf."
Vlheeler said the rifle team
is open to anyone - man,
woman or child - who is reasonably serious, dependable
and shows up regularly.
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Choral festival, Pathfinder and
Rockslide descending upon us
If you need to get out of the
sun for a while, my suggestions
for entertainment are as follows ...
Today and tomorrow, 25
Washington and Oregon high
school choral groups will descend on Hertz Recital Hall for
the second annual Invita-

tional High School Choral
Festival. Organized by Dr.
Geoffrey Boers, the festival allows the choral groups to "receive critiques and input from
prestigious clinicians and to
share music with one another."
Allofthis,happeninginHertz,
takes place throughout the day
and is open to the public.
Other Hertz news: This Sunday afternoon, Jenise Clausen/
mezzo-soprano, will sing her
Junior Recital at 3.
Sunday evening at 8, the
Woodwind Quintet, with Leslie
DeGarmo directing, will
present a recital.
Tuesday at 8 p.m., Prof. Larry
Gookin will do his part for the
Faculty Recital Series,
playing various works on his
trombone.
Then, next Thursday, Gookin
will direct Central's Wind Ensemble through Concert:
Sousa, featuring works by
John Philip Sousa - perhaps
America's most popular
bandleader andmilitarymarch
composer.
If your interest is not yet
piqued, then about town this
weekend you can catch the
Steamers at the Buckboard
both tomorrow and Saturday
nights.
Tonight through Saturday,
the Fabulous Unknowns
wrap up April at theNew Mint.
The quarterly NAJE (National Association of Jazz Educators) Night will be next Sat-

Stuff We Screwed Up
On Last Week.
The show time of
the benefit concert for
the Kittitas County
Youth Services in
the SUB was
8:00 Friday, not
8:00-saturday as we
previously reported.
We are profoundly
sorry for any
confusion.

; •

•

~

; •

GINA ZUKOSKI
Scene editor
urday, May 4 at 8 p.m. This
Hertz event features jazz performed by three or four student jazz combos.
Two upcoming events worth
marking your calendar for:
Next Friday night at 8, Pathfinder will perform for Harry
B's, in the Barto Hall lounge.
According to bass player Brian
Anderson, the ·hand plays
"Christian, straight-ahead pop
and rock."
The band's emphasis is mostly
on originals, but they will cover
tunes by artists such as Russ
Taff and Petra.

In addition to Anderson, the
band's members (all Central
students) are Darryl Wall (guitar), Lance Gibbon (keyboards),
and Phil Bowden (drums). Although the band has existed
for two years, this lineup has
only been together about nine
months. They are currently
working on recording an album, "Wide World," and will
perform tunes from the same.
And finally, reflect back to
January when I warned you
that Rockslide would return
to Ellensburg. Having so reflected, mark your calendars
for May 10and11.
That is when the band will be
performing at the New Mint,
according to Dan Coughlin,
drummer for the band and a
1989 Central grad.
Rockslide performed everywhere in Ellensburg from 1987
to1989-theMint, the Pagoda,
the Buckboard, the B & E Bash,
etc. - and has been performing in the Port Orchard and
Tacoma areas since then.
The band delivers rockin' versions of great blues, R & B, and
rock 'n' roll classics, and is on
this writer's 'must see' list.

What's Happening ...
In Art ... at Randall Hall:

In Film ...

-through May 1 7, annual
Student ArtShow in Sarah
Spurgeon Gallery; featuring the work of Central
grads. and undergrads.
-Tomorrow at 7:30 p.m.,
. Pullman sculptor Jack
Dollhausen will show
slides and talk about his
electronic art objects; in
Room 117.
In Music ... at Hertz Hall:

-Sunday, April 28, 8 p.m.
"Central Washington
University's only woodwind quintet"presents its
premiere recital, performing works of Schubert,
Cowell and others.

-Sunday, April 28
7 p.m. "Music Box," will
be shown in McConnell
Auditorium.

-April 29 through
May 3, Marilyn Monroe
Film Festival; 7 p.m.
nightly in McConnell
Auditorium.
-Monday, April 29
3 p.m. Special viewing
of the film "Still Killing
Us Softly," followed by
film analysis and discussion withProf. Jack
Dugan of Central's
sociology department; in
Michaelsen Hall 126

Misc ...
-Thursday, May 2, 8 p.m.
"All-American Concert"
featuring the CWU Wind
Ensemble and Jazz aand I;
playing music "that has
grown from the American
Tradition."

-Wednesday, May 1,
noon: "Ethics and
Standards in Criminal
Justice" panel discussion, in observance of
national Law Day; SUB
Room208.

CHRISTIAN HEALING TODAY
Monday, April 29 at 8 p.m.
Hal Holmes Community Center
201 North Ruby

DOES CHRISTIAN HEALING HAVE A PLACE
IN OUR SOCIETY?

410N.PEARL
925-5942

rP-J~~~~!,?. Parenthood
• Annual Exams
•Low Cost Birth Control
• Pregnancy Testing
• Information
• Infection Diagnosis & Treatment

1~111111411&11
This free public lecture is sponsored by the
Ellensburg Christian Science Church

Child Care Provided

For Further Information: 925-3935

ELLENSBURG• 312 N. PINE• 925-7113

Yogurt Never
TaSted Better!

~

•
~

c~e~r~ ·
Art Opening
7:30 p.m.

Sale thru April 30th
Student Show!
Open 9:30-5:30

:Montfay tliru Saturday
12-4 Suntfays
204 E. 4th
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962-2375

AtparticipatingDairyQueen*Stores.

We start with nonfat, cholesterol-free vanilla frozen yogurt. Then you
choose any one of our famous Blizzard®flavors and we'll blend it all
together fresh just for you. Now on sale (12 oz. size).
The Breeze®frozen yogurt treat never tasted better.
•

We Treat You Right®
10th & Alder West Interchange

~

There's never been a better time for college otudenl.I and grad.- to join
the hotel/casino induatry.
At Cactua Pete's R-'Casino in JllCkpot, NtlYada, your skllla""" be put to
WM! in an exciting. challenging atmoophen>.
We're already nonhem Nevada'• futest.growing d_,,..tion 1--1/cuino,
and we want you to be a part of it.
Enjoy ouawtding benefits like comprehensive group health benoflla lllld
profit •haring. plua excellent tips and incentive bon....,. for oelected
pooitlona.
Full·linte and part.tJme openinga are available in the Gaming. Food and
Beverage, and Hotel Departments. If you're -i.mg a challen!l8 in . ,
exe1ting new career field where individual merit is rewan:led, c:om.ct the
Human Reoourceo Department today atl800l 442-3333, en. 6601.

C:aalas
Ptll•s~

RESORT C..\SIXO •J•.\CllPUI, m 'ADA

NEW TIME [[5)]
~ ANDDATES

1

THANK YOU!
To ALL the students and
staff of Central who helped
with the ASCWU 1991
-Elections.
And thanks to those of you
who participated by voting
and kept Central NUMBER
ONE in the state for voter
turnout at universities.

LEGISLATIVE BILLS THAT ·
WILL AFFECT CENTRAL AND YOU
Senate Bill #5174
H;igher Education Budget
Establishes increased enrollment levels at each of the
state institutions of higher learning for each of the next
two fiscal years.
The Senate budget proposal for the 1991-93 biennium
has appeared and passed by the Senate. There are a few
differences between the House and the Senate versions
of the budget.
The House version reduces funding by 3.27% for the
current oper~ting levels.
The Senate bill does the same, however the senate
provides funding for 250 new Full-Time Equivalent
(FTE) students each year. The House provides for only
117 the first year and an additional 129 the second.
The House version funds the additional enrollments
at 3 I 4 the actual cost. The Senate funds the 500
students at about 50% the overall costs.
For Central, the greatest difference between the two
versions is in the Senate version to add $2.990 million
for instructional support. While this compensates for
the funding cuts, the Senate version would limit institutional flexibility in spending these funds.
Committee members from the House and the Senate
have been selected to iron out the differences. If the
legislative session ends on schedule, a final budget
will be produced within two weeks.
ASCWU

House Bill #1296
Disabled Student Access
Improves access to higher education for
students with disabilities.
AS OF HOUSE 2ND READING 3/14/91
•Directs the higher eduction coordinating
board to establish an advisory committee
on access to higher education for students
with disabilities.
•Designates the responsibilities of the
board.
•Provides that the act shall be null and
void if appropriations are not approved.
STATUS
Has not passed through the Senate Rules
Committee yet.

House Bill #1723
Fund for Excellence
Creates the Washington fund for excellence
in higher education program.
STATUS
Has passed through the House and Senate.

This is a paid advertisement.
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SPORTS
Central now second in districts
Jason Eckert
Staff reporter

Members of Central's
baseball team find themselves
in second place after winning
two out of three games last
week at Tomlinson Field.
The 'Cats split a doubleheader with Pacific Lutheran

I

BASEBALL
University last Wednesday.
In the opener Central hitters collected 11 hits, but
stranded 10 on the way to a 52 loss.
In the second game the
'Cats (3-1, 7-14) won 3-2, de-

spite getting only two hits off
three PLU pitchers. Central
got two runs in the first inning
when hot-hitting Chad Bala,
4-for-6 on the day, drove in the
'Cats first run.
Scott Chamberlain was hit
by a pitch in the first and later
scored on a throwing error by
the Lutes' first baseman.

Christopher A. Stone/University Relations

Jim Paoletti, Central's designated hitter, "bites the dust" at home. Central won the game against
the University of Puget Sound by a score of 8-4.

In the bottom of the sixth
inningwith the scored tied2-2,
Central's Ryan Hoff smacked a
game-winning RBI single to left
field scoring John Anderson
from third.
Mike Thomas (2-0) got the
victory for the 'Cats. Thomas
struck out four and allowed
five hits in his six innings of
work.
In Saturday's district
match-up against the University of Puget Sound, Central
won 8-4 behind the pitching of
Mike Leininger and the hitting
of Sean Siemon.
''We got some timely hits
and great defense in the UPS
game," Coach Ken Wilson said.
Leininger struck out seven,
including four of the game's
first five batters, picking up
his first win.
The left-hander scatterd
five hits and allowed only one
earned run in his seven-inning
stint.
"I was really pleased with
the way Mike pitched," Wilson
said.
Siemon helped seal the
victory with a two-run homer
in the bottom of the seventh,
his second hit of the day, as the
'Cats held on for an 8-4 win.
The victory gave the

"Assuming we
maintain our
consistencyover
the last seven
district games, I
think we can
make a run (for a
district title)."
-Coach Ken Wilson

Wildcats sole possession of second place in the District 1
standings.
"Assuming we maintain
our consistency over the last
seven district games, I think
we can make a run," Wilson
added.
Yesterday Central sluggers
took on district-leader Whitworth at Tomlinson Field.
Central travels to Pullman
today to take on the Cougars of
Washington State for a nondistrict doubleheader.
Tuesday has the 'Cats
traveling to Whitman for a
district-counting doubleheader.

Track teams travel to Oregon, PLU
Central's track teams will
head in two directions this
Saturday.
A total of 14 athletes - 10
menandfourwomen, will compete in an invitational at the
University of Oregon in Eugene.
The remainder of the squad is
enteredin the Pacific Lutheran
University Invitational.
Entered in the men's portion
of the UO meet are Dave
Phillips in the discus, Kenny
Thompson in the high jump,
Rick Maib in the pole vault,
Keith Baker in the high
hurdles, and the 100 and 200
meters, Greg Olsen in the high
hurdles and intermediate
hurdles, Les Matthews in the
long jump and 100 meters,
James Mitchell in the 100 and
200 meters, Brian Meyer and
Sean McGuire in the 400
meters and Brad Hooper in
10,000 meters.
Central will also enter teams
in the 4x100 and 4x400 meter
relays.
Entered in the women's meet
at UO are Sara Ketner, Kelli
Lambert and Tami Esposito in
the 400 meters and LeAnne
Trople in the 800. Ketner,
Lambert, Esposito and Trople
will also run in the 4xl 00 meter
relay.
"The meet will give us some
good competition against some
Pac-10 schools," said Coach
Charles Chandler. "Hopefully
we can get some national
qualifying marks."
Last Saturday, Central athletes won four events and the
'Cats took first in two relays at
the University of Puget Sound

TRACK
Shotwell Invitational.
Baker won the 110 meter high
hurdles, while Mitchell won the
200 meters and Olsen won the
400 meter intermediate
hurdles. Thompson high
jumped 6-8 to take first place
in that event.
The 'Cats also won both the
men's and women's 4xl 00
meter relay events.
Mitchell's time in the 200
meters was his best of the season and was one of seven improvements by the Wildcats on
previous district qualifying

''The meet
(Oregon
Invitational)
will give us some
good competition
against some
Pac-10 schools."
- Coach Charles
Chandler
marks. In addition, the 'Cats
posted six new district qualifying marks.

Jason Krilich qualified in the
javelin and Randy Blackie
qualified in the long jump.
Qualifiers for Central's
women consisted of Lambert
and Esposito in the 400 meters,
Katrina Reeves in the 400
meters hurdles and Laura
Records in the shot put.
Improving on previous qualifyingmarks were Thompson in
the 100 meters, Mitchell in the
200 meters, Phillips in the
hammer, Heather Wade in the
women's 200 meters, Ketnerin
the women's 400 meters, Kris
Kjolso in the 400 meter hurdles
and Lisa Ostrander in the triple
jump.
.

Keith Baker, Sean McGuire, Kenny Thompson and James Mitchell, members of Central's track
team, practice their strides. This quartet and 10 other tracksters head to Eugene,_Oregon, this
weekend for an invitational tournament.
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A shut-out for lady
ruggers first win ever
by Todd Tucker

WOMEN'S RUGBY

Staff reporter

The women's Rugby Club
logged their first win last Sunday against Whitman College.
They shut out the Missionaries 22-0.
Four different 'Cats got involved in the scoring.
Scrum-half, Amy Claussen
took advantage in a penalty
situation and ran in a 5-meter
score in the first half.
Roxanne Megorden, playing
fly-half, received an assist from
Claussen and ran 10 meters
for a try. Megorden also connected a post-try kick worth 2
points.
Central's Julie Sokoloff also
punched in 2 extra points.
Two more tries by outside
center Chris Chappon on long
20 and 30 meter sprints, plus a
2 point conversion gave the
women a decisive 22-0 victory.
The Missionaries only
threatened to score once, but
the ball carrier stepped out of

"~
Why read
~
The Observer? ~
~ To get information~
~
on all of
~
"
Central's
top sports teams

"

;

bounds at the 7-meter mark.
The massive offensive effort
comes just two weeks after the
club's first score in Central
women's rugby history.
"We worked well together and
had the courage to run the ball.
We broke their defense down,"
Claussen said.
Scrum captain, Jenna Fisher,
who played hook, explained

that the scrum didn't get tired
and that helped Central to keep
the Missionaries from binding
on in the line outs.
"The pack was there to support the backs. Our improved
stamina carried us through the
whole game. I'm proud of the
pack," Fisher said.
Next Saturday the women
ruggers take their winning
streak and travel to Washington State University to take on
the Cougars and Missionaries.

New at

RECYCLED
PAPER
PRODUCTS
Envelopes,
note pads
and
spiral
notebooks

J=i

))j ~J

BOOKS

Bring this ad
Buy one set
Guitar Strings
Get one FREE!

on the
Environment

and the
Earth

Expires May 30

217 N. Pine

962-5785

~--------------------~
RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

We also
invite you to
let us know
what
additional
earth-friendly
products you
would like
to see at The
University
Store.

START YOUR CLIMB
TO CAREER SUCCESS THIS SUMMER.
Apply now for six weeks of Army ROTC
leadership training. With pay, without
obligation.
You'll develop the discipline,
confidence, and decisiveness it takes to
succeed in any career. And you'll qualify
to earn Army officer credentials while
you're completing your college studies.

ARMY ROTC
TWO-YEAR PROGRAM
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT CAPTAIN BROGREN AT
PETERSON HALL, RM. 202 OR CALL 963-3518

earth day is april 22nd
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Ruggers go undefeated at rugby fest
Squad improves
to 12-2 with
weekend wins
by Todd Tucker
staff reporter

Last Saturday, the Central
Rugby Football Club hosted a
rugby fest. Bellevue Community College, Seattle Pacific
University, The Evergreen
State College and Central's A
and B squads participated in
the mini-tournament.
The 'Cats A-squad was
undefeated while the B-side
recorded a 1-1 record.
Using the Central soccer field
as a pitch, the Wildcats A-side
took on Evergreen to start off
the fest at 10 a.m.
It was a defensive battle.
Neither club could penetrate
the try-zone during the first
half and through most of the
second.
Central's Matt Cornwall
picked up an assist as he tipped
a line-out to Alan Rooney. (A
line-out occurs when the ball
goes out of bounds and is similar to a soccer throw-in.)
Rooney finished off the play,
strolling 5 meters into the tryzone giving Central a 4-0 victory.
Central's A-side returned to
the pitch after its shutout win
to take on Bellevue Community College. Again the 'Cats
won, this time 16-9.

MEN'S RUGBY
Scrum-half Moyne Reilly
opened Central's scoring in the
first half. He rambled in from 9
meters · out to put his team
ahead 6-0.
BCC came back with a 3 point
penalty kick to round out the
first half, making the score 63.
In the second half, Josh
Munger broke a couple tackles
and carried a BCC defender
into the try-zone to make it 123 with Mark Sarbach's connection on the 2 point conversion.
Barak Bright joined the
Central scorers on a 10-meter
end-around dash to increase
the lead to 16-3.

BCC put the final points on
the scoreboard on a Central
backfield miscue to make the
final score 16-9.
Other matches in the fes_t included TESC defeating BCC, .
SPU falling to Central's B-side
and BCC out-scoring the Bside.
The Wildcat A-squad was the
only team to survive the minitourney unscathed.
Fullback Jeff Church was
sidelined late in the first game
with an ankle injury. He looked
on all day and had this to say
about the fest as a whole: "The
matches were depressed in in- .
tensity and vigor."
The club is still getting used
toadifferentapproachtorugby
from their new coach, Bryan
Eglet. The new strategy in-

Desktop
Monsters.

Our Mac System is integrated into
our laser printer and our full-tilt Compugraphic
typesetting system. You want to look great on paper?
Output your work on our incredible system.

3rd & Main

volves more kicking and an
The last two years Central
has earned the right through
emphasis on ball possession.
Eglet will coach the team next an excellent win-loss record to
year, which is the first year the challenge the number two repunion is requiring that each resentative for the West Coast
team have a non-player coach. Regionals. On both occasions
Another new regulation sched- the team has come up just
uled to take effect next year is short. This year it was the 20that all players in union 31 loss to Washington State
matches must be 25 years of three weeks ago.
Next year the Wildcats have
age or younger.
In the fall of '91 the Central an opportunity for the No. 1 or
Rugby Football Club will re- No. 2 spot and won't have to
place Idaho State University challenge up.
The weekend of rugby action
as a member of the A-division.
This will force a much tougher improved the club's record to
schedule next season.
12-2 on the season.

Singles Pool -Tuesday
May 7th
6:00 pm

(509) 925-1234

'Ifie AfC'W'll C{assic ![i{m Series proud{y presents ...

. . . fier five best fifms
Monday, 29 .9Lpri{: (jent{emen Prefer 'B{ondes
'Tuesday, 30 .9Lpri{: 'Tlie Seven 9'ear Itcli
_'Wednesday, 1 May: 'Bus Stop
'Thursday, 2 May: Some Li~ It Hot
~riday, 3 May: 'Tlie Misfits
7:00 P.M. McConnell Auditorium
Single Admissions Only.
$1.00

The Marilyn Monroe Film Series is sponsored by the Associated Students of Central Washington
University and the Central Washington University English Department.
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Men upset PLU for
first time since 1976
by Todd Tucker
Staff reporter

':' TENNIS

The Wildcat men's tennis
team chalked up a huge upset
last Saturday defeating Pacific
Lutheran University on their
home courts for the first time
since 1976.
Central beat the perennial
District 1 powerhouse Lutes,
by a score of6-3.
Also Saturday the men kept
Seattle Pacific University busy
beating them decidedly 8-1.
On a tough circuit last week
the men managed to win four
of five matches last week.
They trounced Western
Washington University 9-0,
after losing to the Vikings earlier in the season.
Spokane Community College
was another casualty of the
'Cats last week, getting
crunched 8-1.
Whitworth was the only team
that managed to beat Central,
posting a 6-3 victory.
The women also had a profitable week defeating Pierce
College convincingly 9-0. They
also shut-out Seattle Pacific 90.
Only Western could slip by
the Lady 'Cats in a close 5-4
match.
Jill Nels on playing No. 1
singles improved her season
record to .500 last week with
wins over Western and Seattle
Pacific.
The victories moved her to

10-10 on the year, with a career singles record of 47-32.
Noel Hoiby and Sally
Muyskens won three straight
doubles matches, moving Hoiby
to 10 victories in her last 11
decisions.
Darin White and Justin File
improved their personal win
streak to five in a row Winning
all their doubles matches on
Saturday and Sunday.
White has won his last seven
doubles matches, six with File
and one with Bruce Dayton.

FREE FREE FREE
"Promoting Outdoor Recreation"

Dayton owns the teams best
doubles record with 8-4 record.
Bobby Huynh has the best
overall record at 10-6.
Travis Zundel began last week
with a 1-8 record and pulled 5
straight wins to improve to a 68 record.
Both men's and women's
teams finish off their seasons
with a series of home meets
before hosting the NAIA District 1 championships May 3-5.
Walla Walla Community College, Seattle Pacific, Green
River, Bellevue and Yakima
Valley will alf travel to
Ellensburg to challenge the
streaking Wildcats this week.

OUTDOOR SHOW
Wednesday, MAY 1, 1991

SUB Pit

Sponsored by University Recreation
963-3512

FREE FREE FREE FREE

925-6941
505 N. Pine

NOBODY
MAKES MORE
HOME RUNS.

Talk your talk,
walk your walk,
speak your mind
with
the Sports editor
Mondays after 11 p.m.

963-1073

--·

(Ask for Greg)

r--------,
C{J_lft
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McDonald's Is now hiring.
Must be able to work
through the summer.
We're looking for friendly,
energetic people to join
our crew team.
Hours are flexible.
Interviews:
Monday-Tuesday-Thursday
Sam to 11am
2pmto5pm

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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MOVING OVERSEAS
TO STUDY? or
RETURNING HOME?
or SENDING GIFTS
TO FRIENDS?

$4.50 plustu

LUNCH SPECIAL
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

Try our new 10" Pizza with
one Topping and a 12 oz. Coke
for only $4.50 plus tax.

Expires: 6-15-91

Ml.

Valid at 1>ir11Cipat1no stores only. Not valid with any other otfu Prices may vary. Customer pays
salts tax wtlert applical>le. Delivery areas krnted to enS1Jre sate drivino . Out drivers carry itss
than $20.00 Our dnvers are not penalized lor late deliveries.

....... THE·······
DOUBLE!

2 for

Let Airport Brokers save you on the
transportation cost. We offer air and
ocean rates on overseas shipments.
Before you ship call us for a rate!

I
I
I
I
I
I

AIRPORT BROKERS
CORPORATION
(206) 246-6580

I
I
I
I

$9~9 plus tax

Get TWO MEDIUM pizzas each with TWO
toppings of your choice for only $9.99,
plus tax. Additional toppings available.

Expires: 6-15-91

II.

Valid al l)irt1cipating s1ores only. Not valid wilh any other ~ Pnces may vary. Customer

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

THE
HOME .
RUN! .

LARGE PIZZA
FOR THE PRICE
OF MEDIUM
Any large for the price of a medium
pizza with same topping.

Expires: 6-15-91

Ml.

Valid at partlOPill•"'l s10res only Not valid with any other offer. Prices may vary. Customer pays
sales tax where ap()/ical>le. Delivery areas limited to ensure sale dtiv1no. Out drivers carry less
lhan $20 00. Out drivers are not penalire<l lor late deliv!ries.

:
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........

••• , THE ,
TRIPLE!
$3.00 OFF!
I Any Large Pizza or :
$2.00 OFF!
: $1. OO OFf Medium Pizza or -

ty

~

-----,

.

Any Small Pizza

Ml•

I
I
I
I
I

I

~-

:
I;;. :

Expires: 6-15-91 :

Valid at partiopat.no SlQtes only. Not vahd with any other otfer. Prices may vary. Customer pays
sales tax where ~Ille. Delivery areas hrnted to enS1Jre sale drivino. Out drivers carry less
than $20.00. Our Onvers are not penalized t0< late delivenes.

·---------------------....---------------------•-sates tax where applical>le. Delivery areas lirnttd to enS1Jre safe driv1no. Our drivers carry leSS
than $20.00 Our drivers are not penalized tor ~le deliveries.

I
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ETC.
r------------------------------------------------------------·
CROSSWORD

l

2

3

5

12

13

15

l&

ACROSS

7

'

10

9

17

11

19

20

36

39
----+-~--+---+

42

----+-~~-+---+

1. Move with
sudden speed
5. Commotion
8. Box-sprinc
support
12. At a distance:
poetic
13. Rebuke
15. Ship of 1492
16. Strange being
17. Intimate:
3 wds.
19. Steal from
20. Strong desire
21. Mack and
Kennedy for
example'
22. Biblical moun.
tain

Without
l. Fop
25. Returns part
propubion
2. Blazing
oC a payment
29. Type of poem
3· Tal~ed
26. Wealthy
continuously: ., C
.
30. Anchor
- 7. ~mpos1te
2 wds.
31. Hot cross 4. Pitfall
'
picture
32. Tide
C .d,
28. Art of
5
determinant
· upi s sport
preparing food
33. TV network·: . 6. Ridi.c ule
30. Bit of food
abbr.
7· Begins
32. Grimaces
36. High, as in
operating
33. Yellowish pink
music
8. Tosspot
34. It is used for
37. Exercised, as
9. Honors
reveille
in a om:
10. Stunt per35.
High-spirited
2 wd.s.
former
horse
3S.."- of the
11. Song, ••Where 37. Was triAugust Moon ..
- Are":
ump,hant
41. Exhort
2 wds.
38. Confers titles
42. Railroad
employee
14. Betrayer:
upon

2~· MR~~
-!

!!: ~~:::~:te

25.

.tS. Crafty.
46. It goes on
runners.

secure:
t
l

•·

~~;8

language
28. Moves alone

·

DOWN

~:::amends

40. That fellow
18.
22. Close to
23. Small fry
24. Frontiersman,
Daniel -

(from)

.

Solution on page 3

~------------------------------------------------------------J

Non Compos Mentis

by Greg Goessman
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CLASSIFIEDS
The City of Ellensburg is currently accepting applications for
volunteer positions on the arts
commission, beautification commission, business incubator, executive commission, cable television commission, downtown task
force, parks and recreation commission, planning commission,
and senior citizen's advisory commission. Applications may be obtained from City Hall, 2nd floor,
420 N. Pearl. Applications must
be returned by 5:00 PM. Tuesday,
April 30, 1991.
Pioneer CLD-980. Laser Disc
player for sale. Plays A. U. formats.
$250 firm. Brad 963-8437
Learn To Fly! Simple and fun
paragliding lessons available today. Call 925-5565 for free bro-

SECRETARIAL SERVICES
Word Processing
Term Papers/Projects/Theses
Reasonable Rates
962·6378

Crowd Management Services is the largest
and most utilized crowd control service agency
in the Pacific Northwest. The main aspect of
our company is to provide crowd security for
Champs de Brionne Amphitheater. The job
includes concerts, Tri City Boat Races, and
numerous other special events.
We are currently recruiting individuals who are
available for full-time summer staff, who wish to
serve as crowd security, usherinll. and ticket
taking, personnel at ihe events ancfiacilities we
service. New members must be 18 years or
older, have no past criminal history, maintain a
neat appearance, and posses good public relation skills.
Those interested in joining the crowd control
division of Crowd Management Services wi!I
need to attend our upcoming training session
which is listed below. If you should have any
questions or desire any additional information
please call our crew offices at 509-697-5227 in
Yakima.
Training session: Monday 4-29 @ 7:00 PM in
the Nendels Hotel in Yakima

Volunteer counselors(aged 18-23)
from the United States ar~ needed
for a camp in Hungary from June 16July 25. Volunteers will act as resource people about American culture, help in English instruction of the
children, and carry out a program of
regular camp duties. For further in·
formation, contact Mr. Jon Fitch,
Citizens Democracy Corps, 1815 H
Street NW, Washington, DC 20006,
Tel: 1-800-321-1945 or (202)8720933.

Thatch

©USA Today/Apple College Information Network
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WIN A WEEK IN HAWAII FOR TWO
CAN YOU QUESTION THESE ANSWERS?
2.

1.
When mixed with hops
this fungi starts
starts the fermentation
process.

3.
Founded in 1878
one San Fransisco
chronicle writer called
this "one of only two
American beers worth
drinking."

The traditional spring
beer, this dark, high
alcoholic beer is made
when the brewmeisters
are cleaning their
barrels.
*Answers at bottom*

If so tlien you're ready for .9Lde{ine's

BEER JE.O PARDY!!
'Trips af.so awarded to nig/it{y winners
s1qg.£ ilP 9.[0'W! SPO'IS WILL qo ~Af'I!I
'Entry ~orms Jlvai{ab{e at flldeunes

Trips include airfare & hotel accommodations. Must be 21 or over to play.

Adeline's
Chophouse and Saloon

315 N. Main

962-2888

laag )pog s1 ll'll{M ·z

MAKE MAMA HAPPY!

FRAZZINI'S

pizza
place
In the Plaza
716 E. 8th Ellensburg

-------------------------------~----------------------------iI

ooff

$<.oo

$'3·0 \..atge
4ny ~ o~~
~o~ ·i.i.a\
1J,, pf!cJitJ.
'\ o' ~\
DINE IN * CARRY OUT
'/~~CJ 111

LARGE 16.' ' PIZZA
MEDIUM PRICE/

c;J!~fi:l919~
Frazzini' s Pizza Place

@+~1:1919~
Frazzini' s Pizza Place

FAST * SAFE * DELIVERY

NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER

I
I

DINE IN * CARRY OUT
FAST * SAFE * DELIVERY

NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER

-------------------------------~----------------------------Frazzini1 s Pizza Placewould like to thank

Dr. Don & Virginia Garrity for their 13 years of service to
fMZZ'!tl'~ CWU and their loyalty to Frazzini"s Pizza Place. fMZZ'!tl'~
''
~
Good Luck! We Love You,
''
~
'lJonna, !]Wse, Sfianon, & Jolin
pizza
rrrazzini.
pizza
place
J
place
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